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Card explanation – equipment Cards

Battle Axe, Throwing Knives & Bone Wand (Level 1)
For all three of these weapons, the top line allows the player to choose 
between two types of basic damage when attacking.

Note: The “current monster” is the monster in front of your hero board.

Example: Alex (Assassin) attacks with his Battle Axe and inflicts  
1 long-range and 1 melee damage. Though the Reaper Demons halve 
any long-range and melee damage, they suffer one damage of each 
type as halved damage is rounded up. Thus, they receive a total of  
2 damage points and are defeated. If Alex had attacked with his 
Short Bow, the Reaper Demons would have suffered only 1 damage 
point (after halving damage) and would have attacked back.

Trophy Hunter (Level 1)
Example: Stefan (Hunter) attacks the Reaper 
Demons with his Short Bow and inflicts 1 dam-
age. Because he already owns one humanoid 
trophy, he exhausts the Trophy Hunter and 
additionally inflicts 1 chaos damage. Thus, the 
Reaper Demons are defeated.
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Iron Mace (Level 2)
If a player owns the Iron Mace and has the skills      ,      and      , he reduces 1      ,      or      
caused by a monster’s attack.

Wand of the Lich, Dragon Slayer, Bow of the Hunter & Bone 
Crusher (Level 3)
When a player exhausts one of these weapons in order to 
defeat a certain monster type, he returns the weapon to the 
game box and cannot use it again.

Skill Strike (Level 3)
Example: Ani (Barbarian) exhausts the Skill 
Strike and inflicts 6 additional melee damage 
points with this attack as she owns 3 animal 
trophies.
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Stone Skin (Level 2)
When a player exhausts Stone Skin, he can avoid 1 damage of any kind by spending 1     in addi
tion to reducing 2     ,     or     . He can spend as much mana as he wants to avoid a corresponding 
amount of damage.

Lightning Bolt (Level 1)
When a player exhausts Lightning Bolt, he inflicts 1 additional      .

Once the attack ends, the player can refresh the card by immediately spending 1     . If he does, he 
can use Lightning Bolt again during one of his next attacks.

Tempest (Level 2)
When a player exhausts Tempest and he doesn‘t defeat the monster with this attack, the player 
suffers only half the damage from the monster’s attack. During this attack, after subtracting damage 
due to armor and other equipment, halve the remaining damage, rounding in favor of the player.

Example: Frank (Sorceress) has exhausted the 
Tempest during his attack and now only suffers 
half the damage caused by the Devourer. Due to 
his Oak Shield 3 damage points are caused  
(2 melee damage, 1 chaos damage). These points 
are halved and rounded in Frank‘s favor, so he 
suffers only 1 damage point in the end.

Copy Weapon (Level 3)
When a player exhausts Copy Weapon, he must defeat the monster with this attack in order to gain 
those 2 additional experience points. A player cannot use a weapon‘s exhaust effect by using Copy 
Weapon.

Example: Frank (Sorceress, left) exhausts 
Copy Weapon and inflicts 6 melee damage 
points with Ani‘s (Barbarian, right) Bone 
Crusher: 3 melee damage from the top line, 
and 3 from Ani‘s melee skill.

Mind Tap (Level 3)
Example: Ani (Barbarian, left) exhausts Mind 
Tap so she can use Frank’s (Sorceress, right) 
Implosion in order to inflict 3 magic damage 
points. Additionally, she spends 2 mana, thus 
inflicting 4 more magic damage points. Frank 
can no longer use his Implosion as it‘s already 
exhausted.

Example: Ani (Barbarian) exhausts her Stone 
Skin and reduces 2 melee damage points 
caused by the Devourer. She also spends  
1 mana to avoid 1 chaos damage point, so in 
the end she suffers only 1 damage point.
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Imbued Artifact (Level 1)
When a player exhausts Imbued Artifact, he may immediately refresh (and exhaust again) one 
equipment card that was exhausted during a previous turn. This equipment card can be of  
the type      ,      or      .
Example: Ani (Barbarian) exhausts the Im-
bued Artifact and refreshes Evasion. She may 
use Evasion again now.

Spellbook (Level 2)
exhausts Spellbook, he may refresh up to 2      or      that he had exhausted during a previous turn. 
It is possible to refresh 1      and 1     .

Example: Ani (Barbarian) exhausts her 
Spellbook and refreshes her Tempest and her 
Polymorph.
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Banishment (Level 3)
When a player exhausts Banishment, he doesn‘t need to defeat the drawn monster with his next 
 attack in order to gain the 3 additional experience points; he just needs to defeat this monster 
 during one of his subsequent turns. If the drawn monster has Charge, ignore this effect.  
You cannot use Banishment if the monster card pile is empty.

Polymorph (Level 1)
When a player exhausts Polymorph, he returns his current monster to the game box and draws 3 
monsters from the reserve pile. He picks one of these monsters and places it in front of his hero 
board, then shuffles the two remaining cards back into the reserve pile. If the selected monster has 
Charge, ignore this effect.
Note: You may use Polymorph only before you are attacking. You must attack the selected monster.

Transformation (Level 2)
Example: Ani (Barbarian) exhausts Transfor-
mation and replaces the Cave Dragon with the 
Shape Shifter. She places the Cave Dragon, 
the Troll and the Devourer on top of the 
monster card pile in the order of her choice. If 
the  replaced monster has Charge, ignore this 
effect. 
Note: You may use Transformation only 
before you are attacking. You must attack the 
replaced monster.
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 Card explanation – monster Cards (extra monster damage)

Sinister Glove & Dexterous Glove (Level 1)
Both cards allow the player to use one skill of another player during 1st Phase: Gear-up 
in order to benefit from further discounts. For each chosen card the player can use a 
different skill. 

Example: Ani (Barbarian) has chosen the Jade Staff and has a 
discount of 1 on its cost thanks to her melee skill. With the Sini-
ster Glove, she may use the magic skill of Frank (Sorceress), who‘s 
sitting to her left, in order to benefit from an additional discount of 
2. In the end, she must pay 3 gold.
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Iron Ration & Healing Potion (Level 1 & 2)
If a player adds one of these cards to his equipment during 1st Phase: Gear-up, he 
advances both his life token and his life marker by one space on the life track. This 
player now has 1      more for the remainder of the game. During 2nd Phase:  Combat 
monsters, he can exhaust the card in order to advance the life marker by 1 or 2 
spaces – but the  marker can never go higher than the life token.

Example: Ani (Barbarian) adds the Iron Ration to her equipment 
and increases her maximum life by 1.

Magic Bandages & Mana Potion (Level 1 & 2)
If a player adds one of these cards to his equipment during 1st Phase: Gear-up, he 
advances both his mana token and his mana marker by one space on the mana track. 
This player now has 1      more for the remainder of the game. During 2nd Phase: 
Combat monsters, he can exhaust the card in order to advance the life marker by  
1 or 2 spaces – but the marker can never go higher than the life token.

Devourer (Level 2)
The player has to discard a 

skill and place it back into the 
game box if the monster attacks. 

Nothing happens if the player 
only has his initial skills.

Troll & Hydra (Level 2 & 3)
Remove one damage from each 

monster when the monster 
attacks. If a monster has not yet 

received any damage, nothing 
happens to this monster.

Cyclops (Level 3)
The player cannot use  

any armor        equipment  
cards to defend if the monster 

attacks. Spells and artifacts which 
reduce damage can be used.

Chaos Dragon (Level 3)
If a player defeats a monster 
 while the chaos dragon lies in 
front of another players hero 
board, the attacking player 

 suffers 1 chaos damage.


